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ERP Assessment Timeline

• Assessment reports completed and submitted 
for peer review

• Peer review next week
• Final results and peer review report available 

for February meeting

What next?



ERPs

• There is no one “right” answer for ecological 
reference points for Atlantic menhaden

• Depends on the management objectives for 
the ecosystem

• How abundant do you want predators to be? 
How hard do you want to fish predators and 
other prey species?



Key ERP Species

• Intermediate complexity models include:
– Atlantic menhaden
– Striped bass
– Bluefish
– Weakfish
– Spiny dogfish
– Atlantic herring

 All species have FMPs with management 
objectives for biomass and F



For Board Consideration

• Manage to existing FMP objectives for 
predators, or redefine predator objectives?
 ISFMP Policy Board and NOAA Fisheries 

will need to weigh in on redefinition

• Manage to predator targets or thresholds for F 
and B? 

• ERP assessment will provide tools to evaluate 
these tradeoffs and population trajectories



Update on Reduction Fishery 
Harvest from Chesapeake Bay

Atlantic Menhaden Management Board
October 28, 2019



• Omega Protein exceeded Amendment 3’s 
Chesapeake Bay reduction fishery cap 
(51,000mt) on September 6. 

• Reduction landings from the Bay are now 
~65,000mt. 

• Board to consider compliance with the FMP. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Board needs to consider compliance with the FMP, as it has done before. This is a largely familiar discussion to us, but to set the stage, we’ll quickly review our past actions on this topic of compliance with the Amendment 3 bay cap. 



Timeline
May 2018: Board reviews state compliance with 
Am. 3’s April 15, 2018 implementation deadline. 
• VA legislature had not reduced Bay Cap from 

87,216mt to 51,000mt.
• Motion to recommend to the Policy Board 

that VA be found out of compliance for not 
fully and effectively implementing and 
enforcing Amendment 3. 

• Postponed  until August 2018 & in the interim 
send a letter to VA.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amendment 3 was approved November 2017. Bay Cap vote: 14-2-2; Amendment 3 vote: 17-1. (Board also increased TAC 8% from 200,000mt to 216,000mt for 2018-2019.)…send a letter to Virginia detailing the contents of the motion. In Dec 2017, VA appealed Amendment 3’s allocation mechanism, reduced Bay Cap, and the 2018/2019 TAC. ASMFC leadership agreed to send just the Bay Cap issue to the Policy Board on account of appeal criteria 3 for the incorrect application of technical information. Appeal withdrawn in its entirety in February 2018 (so there was no Board meeting then).



Timeline
Aug. 2018: Non-compliance motion was 
postponed again until February 2019.
Feb. 2019: Non-compliance motion postponed 
indefinitely provided reduction harvest from the 
Bay does not exceed 51,000mt. Board commits 
to consider action to modify the Bay Cap after it 
completes action on ERPs.
Sep. 19: ASMFC Leadership notifies states that 
Omega has exceeded Bay Cap. 
Oct. 28: ???

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both postponements sought to give the VA legislature time to act given political realities of a non-compliance finding. August was the meeting when NOAA Counsel (Chip Lynch) provided legal input on the likelihood of a noncompliance finding from the Secretary of Commerce. The postponements in 2018 also recognized that the cap for the year was unlikely to be exceeded in interim. 2018 landings ~ 32,000mt. February 2019 was when Dr. Katie Drew provided synthesis of scientific findings on menhaden’s role in the CB ecosystem and their relevance to the CB reduction fishery cap. Prior to Sep 19, VMRC & ASMFC had urged Omega otherwise, stressing the importance of cooperation on this issue and following the cap. Omega also released a public statement announcing that it would exceed the cap, but stay within the limit codified in VA law, that from Amendment 2. After the ASMCF communication, Omega sent a letter to Commissioners further justifying its action, and committing to a self-imposed 67,000mt bay harvest limit.In a sense, not much has changed since the Board’s prior considerations of a non-compliance motion, other than the fact that the Amendment 3 bay cap has been exceeded. We  know that VA, despite any efforts of VMRC, has not been able to implement or enforce an FMP requirement, a situation upon which the ACFMCA would still direct the ASMFC to make a non-compliance finding. However we recognize that the Secretary of Commerce is directed by the same Act to also consider whether the measure is necessary for the conservation of the fishery in question, which Amendment 3 does a subpar job on. 



ISFMP Charter
• The [Management Board’s] recommendation [to the 

Policy Board] shall specifically address the required 
measures of the FMP that the state has not 
implemented or enforced, a statement of how that 
failure to implement or enforce the required 
measures jeopardizes the conservation of the 
resource, and the actions a state must take in order 
to comply with requirements of the FMP.

• “Conservation” is defined as “restoring, rebuilding, 
and maintaining of any coastal fishery resource and 
the marine environment, in order to assure the 
availability of coastal fishery resources on a long-
term basis.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reminder that motion should address how failure to implement/enforce jeopardizes the conservation of the resource. In both ACFCMA and ISFMP Charter “conservation” refers to not just the resource, menhaden in this case, but also the marine environment and the other coastal fishery resources therein. Lastly, before turning this over to Board, point out that Omega’s recent actions have been the foundation for a large number of comments received by the Commission leading up to this meeting. They speak to the passion of stakeholders on this issue, as does the public comment record for Amendment 3. I’m confident that everyone here had a chance to review the new comments in the briefing book. Because of time constraints and the extensive feedback the Board has received in this issue, I may or may not invite public comment as this meeting proceeds. I hope the public understands that all those around the table are seriously engaged on this issue, recognize its importance and your views, and appreciate that input as we deliberate on our next steps.
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